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MOVIES
Enough is Enough
Oscar-winning director Charles Ferguson
brings Time to Choose to Osio Theater.
By Dan Linehan

W

e make choices every day.
Usually all we need to know
are the options to take action.
But sometimes not taking any
action at all is a way of making a choice that won’t help
matters.
Shanneen Kirkpatrick, co-owner of
the recently reopened Osio Theater,
understands this, and is helping organize
special screenings of Time to Choose, a
gripping documentary that spans five
continents as it unravels the realities
about the worldwide climate change crisis while focusing on solutions down to
the local level.
“An Inconvenient Truth served to
raise necessary awareness about climate
change,” she says. “Now 10 years later,
we have the privilege of showing the film
that is the natural next step.”
Director Charles Ferguson knows his
film arrives with some urgency.
“We’re at a very specific juncture
where, on the one hand, the problem
is very critical and we have to act very
quickly,” he says. “On the other hand,
now for the first time, we have the opportunity to address this problem in a way
that isn’t economically catastrophic and
that can in fact leave us all with, in many
ways, better lives.
“The decisive critical moment in
regard to this question has arrived. It is
upon us.”
Ferguson is no stranger to crises on
the largest of scales. His No End in Sight
(2007), about the U.S. occupation of Iraq,
earned an Academy Award nomination
for best documentary.
His 2010 film, Inside Job, about the
2008 global financial meltdown, won an
Oscar for the same category.
But for Ferguson, Time to Choose
required much more research and is a
very different type of film.

Windmills proliferate in the Netherlands, one of the many progressive
pockets of climate change adaptation spotlighted by director Charles
Ferguson and company.

“I tried to construct it in such a way
that it could have something appealing to
people in many different circumstances,”
he says, “ranging from a homeowner who
might want to get solar power or buy
a hybrid or electric car to somebody in
Africa who doesn’t have electricity at all,
to people who have businesses that they
can convert to renewable energy or to
people who are politically active.”
A decade after An Inconvenient Truth,
there is greater public awareness of climate change, but the number of severe
weather events, the concentration of
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere, and
the average global temperature all have
increased.

It can be heartwrenching. But the
cinematography is
breathtaking.
In fact, since accurate measurements
began in 1880, all but one of the hottest
years on record has occurred after 2000.
The hottest year ever was 2015, smashing the record by the widest margin ever.
And 2016, in turn, is on track to crush this
record.
Ferguson’s film shows that business as
usual is just not working.
“A lot of the things in the film are
about very, very local things,” he says. “In
fact, I think that mayors of large cities
around the world are now some of the
most important and pivotal policymakers
with regard to climate change.”
While Ferguson features world-leading scientists—such as Dr. Steven Chu,
who earned a Nobel Prize in physics and
was the longest-serving U.S. Secretary of
Energy—to help bring us up to speed on
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climate change here and now, the film
employs a larger number of business
leaders who provide solutions.
“I was quite surprised to learn how
important urban planning is to energy
efficiency and the way people use energy
and the way people live,” Ferguson says.
“That’s something that can be affected
on a very, very local level. It’s very local
politics. It’s local decisions about public
transportation, about zoning, about population density, about whether places that
people live will be close to the places that
they work and shop and where their children go to school.”
Time to Choose can be heart-wrenching at times, particularly the firsthand
accounts of sickness and peril from
people trapped living near coal mines in
West Virginia or those enveloped by oil
ghettos in Nigeria.
But the cinematography is consistently
breathtaking—swooping through lush
jungles, past decapitated mountains, into
sustainable urban areas, and also into
choking cityscapes.
And the solutions are as uplifting as
sunshine—collected by the smallest of
solar panels on mud huts to the largest
arrays on the roofs of tech giants.
Ferguson says Time to Choose is the
most hopeful of his three most powerful
films.
“It’s the only one that is so completely
and explicitly directed toward the future,”
he says. “Important decisions about this
issue are yet to come. But we have to
make them very, very quickly.”

Time to Choose Not rated. 100 min. 4:15pm and 6:30pm
Wednesday, June 15. Local scientists introduce the second
showing; a discussion panel follows. Osio Theater, 350
Alvarado St., Monterey. $10/4:15pm; $15/6:30pm event
(shared with local nonprofits). 901-3119,
www.osiotheater.com.

NEW RELEASES
& REVIEWS
A BIGGER SPLASH (Not reviewed this issue.)
The hopefully-quiet Italian vacation of rockstar
Marianne Lane (Tilda Swinton) and her filmmaker
husband is interrupted by the arrival of her longtime friend Harry Hawkes (Ralph Fiennes) and his
daughter, which stirs up old emotions. Rated R. At
Osio Theater
LAST DAYS IN THE DESERT (Not reviewed this
issue.) Ewan McGregor stars as both Jesus and the
Devil in during Christ’s fasting of forty days in the
desert. Rated PG-13. At Osio Theater
MAGGIE’S PLAN HHH (Not reviewed this issue.)
Maggie (Greta Gerwig) falls in love with and marries John (Ethan Hawke), only to realize she made
a horrible mistake and needs to reunite him with
his ex-wife (Julianne Moore). It’s a clever premise
with enough laughs and brutal honesty to make
it solid entertainment. Rated R. At Lighthouse
Cinemas
NOW YOU SEE ME 2 HH 1/2 (Reviewed this issue.)
The original 2013 Now You See Me was a bad
movie. It was deceptive in its badness, because it
offered a bunch of slick surface pleasures. The follow-up picks up around 18 months after the events
of the first film, with Dylan Rhodes (Mark Ruffalo)
still working for the FBI keeping the authorities
off the trail of his still-in-hiding fugitive magician
cohorts known as The Horsemen. Rated PG-13. At
Century Cinemas Del Monte, Century Marina, Maya
Cinemas, Northridge Cinemas, Lighthouse Cinemas
THE CONJURING 2 (Not reviewed this issue.) Lorraine
and Ed Warren return from the first movie in 2013
and now travel to London to help a woman raising
her children in a home overtaken by bad spirits.
Rated R. At Century Cinemas Del Monte, Century
Marina, Maya Cinemas, Northridge Cinemas,
Cannery Row XD
TIME TO CHOOSE (Reviewed this issue.) Time to
Choose can be heart-wrenching at times, particularly the firsthand accounts of sickness and peril
from people trapped living near coal mines in West
Virginia or enveloped by oil ghettos in Nigeria, but
the cinematography is consistently breathtaking
as the films looks into the challenges of climate
change. Filmmaker Charles Ferguson says it is
is the most hopeful of his three documentaries,
which include No End in Sight (2007) and Inside
Job (2010). Not rated. At Osio Theater
WARCRAFT (Not reviewed this issue.) Based on the
popular computer game, Warcraft follows the
world of Azeroth teeters on the edge of a warzone
as a portal opens to the realm where orc warriors
are fleeing their dying home. Rated PG-13. At
Century Cinemas Del Monte, Century Marina, Maya
Cinemas, Northridge Cinemas

MOVIE BRIEFS
ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS HH Alice
(Mia Wasikowska) returns to Wonderland and travels back in time to save the Mad Matter’s (Johnny
Depp) family. The visuals are impressive, but the
performances and story feel overdone. Rated PG.
At Century Cinemas Del Monte, Maya Cinemas,
Northridge Cinemas
CAPTAIN AMERICA: CIVIL WAR HHHH This is
almost an Avengers movie with so many familiar faces: kickass spy Black Widow (Scarlett
Johansson), flyboy Falcon (Anthony Mackie), telekinetic Scarlet Witch (Elizabeth Olsen), Iron Manesque War Machine (Don Cheadle). Steve Rogers
(Chris Evans), aka Captain America, doesn’t want
to hand over his autonomy to a governmental body,
probably because he hasn’t had the best experiences in the past as a tool of politicians. The world
has had enough of the destruction the Avengers
have left in their wake in the movie series to this
point, no matter how well intentioned, and the UN
proposes that they come under the umbrella of an
oversight panel. Rated R. At Century Cinemas Del
Monte, Maya Cinemas, Northridge Cinemas
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